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Abstract
Recent unsupervised contrastive representation learning follows a Single Instance
Multi-view (SIM) paradigm where positive pairs are usually constructed with intra-image
data augmentation. In this paper, we propose an effective approach called Beyond Single
Instance Multi-view (BSIM). Specifically, we impose more accurate instance discrimination capability by measuring the joint similarity between two randomly sampled instances and their mixture, namely spurious-positive pairs. We believe that learning joint
similarity helps to improve the performance when encoded features are distributed more
evenly in the latent space. We apply it as an orthogonal improvement for unsupervised
contrastive representation learning, including current outstanding methods SimCLR [6],
MoCo [19], BYOL [18] and SimSiam [7]. We evaluate our learned representations on
many downstream benchmarks like linear classification on ImageNet-1k and PASCAL
VOC 2007, object detection on MS COCO 2017 and VOC, etc. We obtain substantial
gains with a large margin almost on all these tasks compared with prior arts.

1

Introduction

Unsupervised representational learning is now on the very rim to take over supervised
representation learning. It is supposed to be a perfect solver for real-world scenarios full of
unlabeled data. Among them, self-supervised learning has drawn the most attention for its
good data efficiency and generalizability.
Self-supervised learning typically involves a proxy task to learn discriminative representations from self-derived labels. Among all manners of these proxy tasks [12, 16, 22, 25, 27],
instance discrimination [23, 36], known as contrastive representation learning, has emerged
as the most effective paradigm. Its subsequent methods [6, 18, 19, 30, 43] have greatly
reduced the gap between unsupervised and supervised learning. Specifically, instance discrimination features a Single Instance Multi-view (SIM) paradigm to separate different instances. It seeks to narrow the distance among multiple views of the same instance (e.g.
an image), which are typically yielded from vanilla data augmentation policies like color
jittering, cropping, resizing, applying Gaussian noise. Consequently, the invariance of the
c 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: A schematic view of three self-supervised paradigms. Note xi , x j and xk are different instances. Green lines link the positive pairs while red for negative. Circles show decision boundaries
(same color for the same class). Instance discrimination narrows the boundary and pushes away all
instances. Clustering-based methods might cluster wrong instances (e.g. yellow and blue) due to a
shortcut defect. BSIM mixes instances (where hue indicates the ratio) to construct spurious positive
pairs (e.g. (xi j , xi0 ) and (xi j , x0j ). BSIM encourages contrastive competition among instances, thus being
better at learning interclass and intraclass representation.

network is easily bounded by these limited augmentations. Since different instances are continuously driven apart, SIM prevents itself from characterizing the relations among different
instances from the same class, as opposed to supervised classification.
Meanwhile, clustering-based self-supervised methods [3, 39] alternate feature clustering
with learning to capture similarities among different instances. These methods avoid the
intrinsic weakness of instance discrimination, but suffer from a so-called ‘shortcut’ problem, i.e., when two instances are occasionally grouped into a cluster, their similarity will
be further enhanced. As a result, the training easily drifts into trivial solutions, e.g., merely
grouping images in similar color or texture.
In view that instance discrimination pushes apart different instances indistinguishably
as shown in Fig. 1(a), and clustering-based methods are easily trapped in shortcut issues as
shown in Fig. 1(b), we are motivated to explore a new paradigm to distinguish both intraclass
and interclass instances. In this work, we propose BSIM to learn better representations that
capture high-level inter-image relations, which also potentially avoid the above-mentioned
shortcut issue. To make the minimal modification from previous works, BSIM shares similar
pipelines to SimCLR [6], MoCo [19], BYOL [18] and SimSiam [7], while focusing on a new
way to construct positive pairs.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1(c), BSIM first creates mixtures using CutMix [38] among
instances by proportion, e.g., xi j that mixes λ of xi and (1 − λ ) of x j , where λ ∈ (0, 1) obeys
a Beta distribution. Different from instance discrimination that constructs positive pairs between two views from the same image, BSIM
makes
use of mixed views xi j to create what we


call spurious-positive pairs (xi j , xi0 ) and xi j , x0j . The optimization also proportionally takes
λ into account for computing the losses. The interaction of spurious-positive pairs compete
for an equilibrium state when grouping intra-instance and inter-instance views, modulated
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by the distribution of λ 1 . Meantime, negative pairs keep pushing away different instances.
As a result, BSIM encourages contrastive competition among instances, leaning towards
exploring higher-level inter-image relations. Since BSIM does not maintain dynamically
changing pseudo labels as clustering-based methods, the shortcut issue is naturally avoided.
The contribution of this paper is twofold,
• We propose a novel paradigm, namely BSIM, to encourage contrastive competition
among instances for higher-level representation learning. Specifically, we generate
spurious positive examples using CutMix mixture, and we quantitatively score the
distance between any image pairs by formulating a new contrastive loss .
• BSIM is a general-purpose enhancement to existing methods that rely on instance
discrimination (e.g. SimCLR, MoCo, BYOL, SimSiam). BSIM boosts performance
for prior arts by clear margins and the gain from BSIM (e.g. BYOL-BSIM) is even
comparable to the latest elaborately designed methods such as SimSiam [7]. Moreover,
it requires minimal modification to current self-supervised learning frameworks while
adding neglectable cost. In general, BSIM-powered networks achieve state-of-the-art
performance in a large body of standard benchmarks.

2

Related Work

Self-supervised learning based on contrastive loss. Early methods focus on devising proxy
tasks to either reconstruct the image after transformations [22, 27, 42], or predict the configurations of applied transformation on a single image [11, 13, 16, 25]. Till recently contrastive
loss based approaches [2, 6, 18, 19] emerge as the mainstream paradigm, which features two
components: the selection of positive or negative examples and the contrastive loss design.
This routine leverages different augmented views of an image to construct positive pairs,
while deeming other images as negative samples.
Particularly, SimCLR [6] produces positive and negative pairs within a mini-batch of
training data and chooses InfoNCE [26] loss to train the feature extraction backbone. It
requires a large batch-size to effectively balance the positive and negative ones. MoCo [19]
makes use of a feature queue to store negative samples, which greatly reduces high memory
cost in [6]. Moreover, it proposes a momentum network to boost the consistency of features.
BYOL [18] challenges the indispensability of negative examples and achieves impressive
performance by only using positive ones. A mean square error loss is applied to make sure
that positive pairs can predict each other. SimSiam [7] utilizes stop-gradient as an alternative
method to avoid mode collapse, simplifying the design compared to prior arts.
Besides, carefully designed augmentations to build positive pairs are proven to be critical for good performance [1, 6, 8, 17, 24, 29, 30, 34], because appropriate augmentations
modulate the distribution of positive examples in the feature space. SwAV [2] obtains the
state-of-the-art unsupervised performance by using a mixture of views in different resolutions in place of two full-resolution ones. In the meantime, some researches study the role
of hard negative examples [9, 20, 21, 35, 37]. However, all the above approaches try to push
each image instance away from each other by regarding them as its negative samples. Is it
possible to model the vicinity relation by measuring that distance quantitatively? To our best
knowledge, this problem is rarely studied in the field of self-supervised learning and BSIM
is aimed to bridge this gap.
1 It

is worth noting that λ ∼ Bernoulli(0.5) degenerates the problem into instance discrimination exactly.
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Mixture as a regularization technique in supervised learning. Mixture of training samples like Mixup [41], CutMix [38], and Manifold Mixup [33] has been proved to be a strong
regularization for supervised learning, based on the principle of vicinal risk minimization
[5]. It is designed to model vicinity relation across different classes other than vanilla data
augmentation tricks that only considers the same class. CutMix [38] debates that Mixup introduces unnatural artifacts by mixing the whole image region while Cutout [10] might pay
attention to less discriminative parts. CutMix claims to effectively localize the two classes
instead. [31] argues that mixing images is akin to mixing sounds [32] for CNNs, although
not easily perceptible for humans. Other than deeming it as vanilla data augmentation that
adds data variation, they consider it as an enlargement of Fisher’s criterion [15], i.e., the
ratio of the between-class scatter to the within-class scatter, and it regularizes positional relationship among latent feature distributions. Furthermore, [28] notices that label smoothing
during mixup training has a calibration effect which regularizes over-confident predictions.

3

Methodology

Different from the wide use of augmentation as a useful regularization in supervised
learning, how to use it in unsupervised learning remains to be an open problem. Using
the mixture solely as one of data augmentation techniques to produce positive pairs significantly weakens the performance of MoCoV2 [8] (Table 1). This preferred regularization in
supervised learning seems inherently incompatible with contrastive learning: drawing near
multiple augmented views of an image while pushing away from the others, which we call
Single Instance Multi-view (SIM) for simplicity. Instead, a mixture view shall be drawn
close to both source images. This motivates us to scheme an alternative strategy for contrastive learning. There are two basic and coupled problems to be answered: how to address
the degradation and how to design feasible mixtures.
Method

Epoch SVM @VOC2007 LC @ImageNet

MoCoV2 (2020)
200
83.81%
67.5%
MoCoV2+MixAug 200 80.10% (-3.71%↓) 64.6% (-2.9%↓)

Table 1: Regarding mixture as an extra data augmentation (MoCoV2+MixAug) weakens its performance severely. LC: linear classification on ImageNet.

The central principle of contrastive learning is to encode semantically similar views (positive pairs) into latent representations that are close to each other while driving dissimilar
ones (negative pairs) apart. A major question is how to effectively synthesize positive and
negative pairs given a dataset of i.i.d. samples as raised by [30]. Another question engages
the design of contrastive loss. Next, we discuss BSIM in details to address both.

3.1

Spurious-Positive Views From Multiple Images

Given a set of images D, two images x1 , x2 sampled uniformly from D, and two image
augmentation distributions of T 0 and T 00 (whether T 0 and T 00 are the same depends on dif0
ferent methods), we first generate a new example x1,2
by mixing t 0 (x1 ) and t 0 (x2 ), where
0
t 0 ∼ T 0 . Specifically, x1,2
borrows λ region from t 0 (x1 ) and remaining (1 − λ ) part from
0
0
t (x2 ). Thus, x1,2 has two spurious-positive examples, i.e., t 00 (x1 ) and t 00 (x2 ) , where t 00 ∼ T 00 .
These images are encoded by a neural network f to extract high-level features, followed
by a projection head g that maps the representation to a space ready to apply contrastive
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loss. The projection function is often implemented as a simple MLP network. For a better
understanding, we give a schematic construction under SimCLR framework in Fig. 6 (supp.).
The distance between the newly mixed example and its parents is controlled by λ . BSIM
uses a popular and handy option to generation λ from Beta distributions, i.e., λ ∼ β (α, α),
where α is a hyper-parameter. It is evident that it would degrade to the single-instance multiview case if λ is always 0 or 1 when α → 0. That being said, BSIM is a generalization of
SIM so that previous SIM methods reside within our larger framework.

3.2

Loss Functions of BSIM

It’s intuitive to change loss functions since spurious-positive examples are introduced.
For example, it’s unreasonable to assign a new instance generated by half mixing two images
(a dog and a cat, λ = 0.5) to a dog or cat. Human would easily tell this image is half cat
and half dog. This means its projected feature in the high-dimensional latent space should be
nearby a dog, as well as a cat, but much far from an orangutan. This motivates us to design a
particular loss for BSIM on top of the spurious-positive views, shown in Fig. 2. Specifically,
we adapt our method to four popular frameworks SimCLR [6], MoCo [19], BYOL [18] and
SimSiam [7]. In order to make our paper more readable, we roughly follow the same naming
conventions as these papers and list the symbol notations in Table 1 (supp.).
xi

t ∼ T 0 , T 00

xi

t ∼T
t0 ∼ T 0

Encoder

t ∼ T 0 , T 00

Contrastive Loss

BSIM Mix

Encoder

BSIM Contrastive Loss

xj

xj

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Our generic BSIM framework (b) serves as a plug-and-play adds-on for current contrastive
learning paradigm (a). Note T and T 0 are augmentation policy distributions.

SimCLR-BSIM. SimCLR uses a single augmentation distribution, i.e. T 0 and T 00 are
0 as f (x0 ). Note x0 should show simidentical herein. The encoder network f encodes x1,2
1,2
1,2
ilarities with x100 as well as x200 , which is measured by the sim function in the projected z space.
We follow the definition in [6] for the similarity function as sim(zzi , z j ) = z >
i z j /(kzz i kkzz j k).
We use λ to regularize these similarities and the matching loss can be formulated as,
0

`0i (λ ) = −λ log

00

esim(zzi, j ,zzi )/τ
∑Nk=1 [e

sim(zz0i, j ,zz00k )/τ

sim(zz0i, j ,zz0i,k )/τ

+1 · e

]

sim(zz0i, j ,zz00j )/τ

−(1−λ ) log

e

sim(zz0i, j ,zz00k )/τ
+
∑Nk=1 [e

0

0

1 · esim(zzi, j ,zzi,k )/τ ]

.

(1)

(
1 k 6∈ {i, j}
where 1 =
0 otherwise
00 as the anchor. Hence, the NT-Xent [6] loss is
Similarly, we can formulate `00i if we use x1,2
defined by the summation of each individual loss within the mini-batch data of size N as,

LNT-Xent (λ ) =

1 N 0
∑ `i (λ ) + `00i (λ ), λ ∼ β (α, α).
2N k=1

(2)
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SimCLR [6] has 2N positive pairs and 2N(N − 1) negative ones in total at each iteration.
Whereas, our method includes 4N spurious-positive pairs, i.e., (xi,0 j , xi00 ), (xi,0 j , x00j ), (xi,00 j , xi0 ),
(xi,00 j , x0j ), and 2N(N − 2) negative ones. The proposed method is depicted in Figure 6 (supp.).
MoCo-BSIM. We produce the query q of MoCo by forwarding the mixed image controlled
by λ . We illustrate the procedure in Fig. 7 (supp.).
Lq = −λ log

1−λ
λ /τ)
exp(q · k+
/τ)
exp(q · k+
−
(1
−
λ
)
log
N exp(q · k /τ)
N exp(q · k /τ)
∑i=1
∑i=1
i
i

(3)

λ and k1−λ represent the corresponding key of images that produced the mixture
where k+
+
respectively, and ki are the keys in the current queue. τ is the softmax temperature.

BYOL-BSIM. BYOL-BSIM generates two augmented views x10 , t 0 (x1 ) and x100 , t 00 (x1 )
from x1 by applying respectively image augmentations t 0 ∼ T 0 and t 00 ∼ T 00 . Following the
0 by λ -based mixsame procedure, we produce x20 and x200 . Then we produce a new image x1,2
0 ) and the projection
ture x10 and x20 through cutmix. The online network outputs y0θ , fθ (x1,2
0
0
zθ , gθ (y ). The target network yields two `2 -normalized projections z̄001 , z̄002 from x100 and x200 .
We sum up the MSE loss between the projection of the mixed image and its parents by
the mixture coefficient λ . This process is shown in Fig. 8 (supp.). Formally, the loss is:
L0θ ,ξ = −2[λ

hq0θ (z0θ ), z00i,ξ i
q0θ (z0θ )

2

· z00i,ξ

+ (1 − λ )
2

hq0θ (z0θ ), z00j,ξ i
q0θ (z0θ )

2

· z00j,ξ

]

(4)

2

Note z00i,ξ and z00j,ξ mean the projection of the representation of xi00 and x00j generated by the
target network. We obtain L00θ ,ξ by using x100 and x200 as the input of online network. Note that
BYOL doesn’t rely on negative samples. The normalized projection is on the sphere of a
unit ball in the high dimensional space, see Fig. 5 (supp.).
SimSiam-BSIM. Since SimSiam utilizes the same loss as BYOL, we use exactly the same
loss form as Eq 4 with scale 0.5 to match the loss in SimSiam [7].
WBSIM. Alternatively, we offer BSIM as a general adds-on by adding a weighted BSIM
(WBSIM) loss to the usual SIM losses, see Sec 2 (supp.) for details.

3.3

Mixture Strategy Design

CutMix and Mixup [41] are two popular strategies of generating mixtures at image level.
Whereas we don’t utilize Mixup because it is less natural, even humans cannot easily tell
the mixture coefficient λ simply by checking the mixed image. We compare Mixup with
CutMix via carefully controlled experiments (both with BSIM loss and the same hyperparameter settings) under the framework of MoCoV2. Results from Table 2 disapprove of
the use of Mixup in producing spurious-positive examples. The observation differs from
supervised learning, where both boost the performance.
We also compare their performance using VOC object detection under the same metrics
in Sec 3.3 (supp.). The result is shown in Table 3. Mixup fails to improve the performance of
its baseline without mixtures. In contrast, CutMix can improve the detection performance.
Therefore, we utilize CutMix as our default mixture strategy.
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Method
MoCoV2 [19]
MoCoV2 (w/ Mixup, α=1.0)
MoCoV2 (w/ Mixup, α=0.5)
MoCoV2-BSIM (w/ CutMix, α=1.0)

SVM

SVM Low-Shot (96)

83.81%
82.50%
82.80%
84.55%

82.01±0.13%
80.54±0.26%
80.58±0.31%
82.65±0.34%

Table 2: SVM evaluations on PASCAL VOC2007. Mixup deteriorates the performance of the baseline.
Method

AP50

AP75

AP

No Mix
Mixup (α=1.0)
CutMix (α=1.0)

82.4%
82.2%(-0.2↓)
82.7%(+0.3↑)

63.6%
63.4%(-0.2↓)
64.0%(+0.4↑)

57.0%
56.9%(-0.1↓)
57.3%(+0.3↑)

Table 3: Object detection results under the MoCoV2 framework on PASCAL VOC trainval07+12.

4

Experiments

Setup. We generally follow the compared methods. Details and cost are in Sec 3 (supp.).
Object detection and instance segmentation experiments are given in Sec 3.3 (supp.).

4.1

Evaluation on Linear Classification

Linear SVM classification on VOC2007. The results are shown in Table 4. In most cases,
BSIM consistently boosts the baselines by about 1% mAP. Particularly, BYOL-BSIM is
boosted by a clear margin: 1.4% mAP. BYOL-BSIM300 outperforms the supervised pretrained baseline with 0.4% higher mAP. BYOL-BSIM (200 epochs’ training) is comparable
to BYOL300 (300 epochs). Noticeably, WBSIM further boosts the performance. MoCoV2
benefits 1% mAP from BSIM, and an extra 0.6% higher mAP from WBSIM, indicating that
BSIM is complementary to SIM.
Method

SVM
%mAP 1

SVM Low-Shot (%mAP)
2 4 8 16 32 64 96

Supervised

87.2 53.0 63.6 73.7 78.8 81.8 83.8 85.2 86.0

SimCLR (2020)
SimCLR-BSIM
MoCo (2020)
MoCoV2 (2020)
MoCoV2-BSIM
MoCoV2-WBSIM
BYOL (2020)
BYOL-BSIM
BYOL300 (2020)
BYOL-BSIM300
BYOL-WBSIM300
SwAV (2020)?

79.0
80.0
79.2
83.8
84.8
85.4
85.1
86.5
86.6
87.6
87.7
85.4

32.5 40.8 50.4 59.1 65.5 70.1 73.6 75.4
33.9 44.7 50.9 60.5 67.8 72.0 75.4 77.2
30.0 37.7 47.6 58.8 66.0 70.6 74.6 76.1
43.7 55.2 63.2 71.5 75.4 79.1 81.2 82.0
50.0 53.9 65.3 72.4 76.3 79.3 81.7 82.8
46.5 56.9 64.6 74.7 78.2 80.6 82.8 83.7
44.5 52.1 62.9 70.9 76.2 79.5 81.9 83.1
42.6 55.9 64.6 72.7 78.8 81.9 83.6 84.6
42.5 56.1 64.7 73.0 77.7 82.2 83.7 84.7
45.7 54.5 66.4 75.0 79.8 83.2 85.2 86.0
44.1 60.7 68.1 76.0 81.0 83.6 85.2 86.3
-

Table 4: ResNet-50 linear SVMs mAP on VOC07 [14] classification using two 224× 224 views.
BYOL variants with “300” are trained for 300 epochs as [18]. ? : SwAV is trained for 400 epochs.

Low-shot classification on VOC2007. The results are shown in Table 4. BSIM helps all
baselines to achieve better performance by substantial margins. It’s interesting to see that
BYOL-BSIM300 gradually bridge its gap from the supervised baseline. When the number
of the training set is more than 64, it’s comparable to the supervised version.
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Linear classification on ImageNet. The results are shown in Table 5, where the performance of the competing methods are extracted from [40].
Method

Epoch Backbone Top-1 Accuracy

InfoMin Aug (2020)
MoCo (2020)
SimCLR(2020)
SimCLR-BSIM
MoCoV2 (2020)
MoCoV2-BSIM
MoCoV2-WBSIM
BYOL (2020)
BYOL-BSIM
BYOL (2020)†
BYOL-BSIM
BYOL-WBSIM
SimSiam (2021)
SimSiam-BSIM (2021)
SimSiam-WBSIM (2021)
SwAV (2020)
SwAV (2020)

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
300
300
300
200
200
200
200
400

R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50
R50

70.1
61.0
61.6
62.3 (+0.7↑)
67.5
68.0 (+0.5↑)
68.4 (+0.9↑)
69.1
69.8 (+0.7↑)
72.3
72.7 (+0.4↑)
73.0 (+0.7↑)
70.0
70.4(+0.4↑)
70.8(+0.8↑)
69.1
70.7

Table 5: Linear classification on ImageNet (top-1 center-crop accuracy on the validation set). All
models are trained with two 224×224 views. † : reproduced. SwAV result is from SimSiam [7].

4.2

Evaluation on Semi-supervised Classification

Results are shown in Table 6. BSIM improves the baselines by significant margins,
especially when the amount of available labels is small. MoCoV2-BSIM obtains 44.3% top1 accuracy, which is 5.2% higher than MoCoV2. Although BYOL-BSIM is only trained for
200 epochs, it achieves comparable results as BYOL1000. WBSIM300 can further boost
the performance to the state-of-the-art 57.2%. Specifically, it obtains 57.2% top-1 accuracy
using 1% labeled data, which is about 4% higher than BYOL1000. When we collect more
data (10%), BYOL-WBSIM outperforms BYOL1000 with about 2%. Combining SIM and
BSIM seems to learn better representations.
Method

Epoch

1% labelled data 10% labelled data
top-1(%) top-5(%) top-1(%) top-5(%)

Supervised
SimCLR (2020)
SimCLR-BSIM
MoCo (2020)
MoCoV2 (2020)
MoCoV2-BSIM
MoCoV2-WBSIM
BYOL (2020)
BYOL-BSIM
SwAV (2020)
SimCLR (2020)
BYOL (2020)
BYOL-WBSIM

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
800
1000
1000
300

68.7
36.1
38.22.1↑
33.2
39.1
40.81.7↑
44.35.2↑
49.4
53.03.6↑
53.9
48.3
53.2
57.2

88.9
64.5
67.53.0↑
61.3
68.3
70.32.0↑
72.94.6↑
76.8
79.93.1↑
78.5
75.5
78.4
81.8

74.5
58.5
61.22.7↑
60.1
61.8
62.60.8↑
63.92.1↑
65.9
68.2 2.3↑
70.2
65.6
68.8
70.7

92.2
82.6
84.52.9↑
84.0
85.1
85.80.7↑
86.61.5↑
87.8
89.0 2.2↑
89.9
87.8
89.0
90.5

Table 6: Semi-supervised classification on ImageNet. We report center-crop accuracy on the val set.
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5

Ablation and Discussions

Sensitivity on α. We further analyze the performance sensitivity of α. Regarding the
intensive resource cost, we report the SVM and low-shot SVM results in Table 7 using
MoCo-V2. We keep the same pre-training setting. The distribution from group α = 0.75
performs best. The performance keeps stable when α > 0.5. However, it drops severely
once α → 0 when it degenerates to MoCo-V2.
Method

α

SVM SVM Low-Shot (96)

MoCoV2-BSIM 1.0 84.55
MoCoV2-BSIM 0.75 84.56
MoCoV2-BSIM 0.5 84.23
MoCoV2-BSIM 0.25 84.02

82.65±0.34
82.67±0.26
82.50±0.29
82.18±0.31

Table 7: Performance sensitivity on α using MoCoV2-BSIM. The classification result is averaged
across 5 independent experiments. When α < 0.01, MoCoV2-BSIM can be regarded as MoCoV2
approximately which achieves 83.8% mAP on SVM.

Why does mixture as data augmentation fail? As mentioned in Table 2, simply adopting
mixture methods as a data augmentation option severely degrades the performance. Regarding the mixed image as the same instance as the original one forces the network to expand
the decision boundaries blindly. Consequently, the network might be trapped in shortcut
solutions to group images in different classes indiscriminately.
Why BSIM improves discrimination? A mixture is close to the decision boundaries in instance discrimination task where neural networks are normally less certain about. In instance
discrimination, the decision boundaries keep being separated, leaving some area crowded
while others sparse, which is unfavorable for learning high-level inter-image relations. In
BSIM, when learning λ -balanced similarities between competing spurious-positive pairs,
the network encourages contrastive competition among instances to occupy the area near decision boundaries (Fig. 3 supp.). We sample three times to demonstrate that BSIM in general
gives cleaner inter-class representation, while SIM has a more intertwined one. This proves
that learning the distance to the mixture helps improve classification by generating a better
latent representation. In this way, we hypothesize that the network has to encode the latent
representations more accurately like a ruler. As a result, the features have to scatter more
evenly, especially for between-class areas that are harder to predict, which is shown in Fig. 2
(supp.). We hypothesize this is a major factor that BSIM offers stronger discrimination capability. In Sec 4 (supp.), we give a comparison with other mixture-based approaches and
draw a latent representation via TSNE to manifest the working mechanism of BSIM.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose BSIM, a novel self-supervised representation learning approach
beyond the current instance discrimination paradigm. It makes minimal modification to the
existing instance discrimination methods such as SimCLR, MoCo, BOYL, and SimSiam,
while significantly improving the performance on many downstream tasks. We justify the
superiority of BSIM via analyzing the optimization behaviors when combined with different
paradigms, which provides a new perspective in the field of contrastive representation learning. Being a simple and lightweight plugin, it substantially enhances the SSL performance.
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